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The Triangle

A Realistic View of Culture

The Privacy Programme Iceberg

CREATING A CULTURE OF PRIVACY

Establishing a clear link between the purpose
of the organisation (why you are in operation)
and the ethical values (how you will get
there) ensures that ETHICS is a solid part of
the culture. This guides decision-making at
all levels of the organisation to model desired
privacy-centric behaviours.

What type of organisational culture and team
subculture do you experience at work?

How does your organisation and team cultures
impact privacy compliance activities and buy-in
amongst your team?

The visible elements include privacy vision, policies, goals and shared values about
privacy.

The less visible elements include beliefs, perceptions and shared assumptions. 

Individual "feelings" and some unwritten rules may not be visible at all.
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Individuals outside of your organisation don’t
always understand an organisation’s culture to its
fullest extent because they only see visible
elements. The tip of the iceberg (its visible
portion) are the observable aspects of an
organisation’s culture. Beneath it, there are
hidden structures of workplace culture. These
make up the subculture and the most important
part. It is the underlying structures that determine
which elements ultimately will reach the surface. 

To create a privacy culture, an organisation may
need to reshape its culture by addressing its
invisible aspects. By applying a strategy of
behavioral or cultural change, the hidden aspects
at work: the employees’ need, the way the
company manages those needs, and how people
cooperate will matter. At this deeper level,
change can be introduced that rises to the top
and is embedded across the organisation. This is
when the public: clients, staff, potential partners
can see the organisation as socially responsible
when it comes to privacy rights and a robust
security culture.

Planning and managing a privacy
compliance programme can be stressful
at times. 

During breaks for the "Creating a Culture
of Privacy" training, we shared
meditations as a way to reduce stress,
centre focus and to enhance strategic
and creative thinking.

Below, we share one of the grounding
exercises to help address stress during
privacy programme management.

Consider sharing this idea of “privacy
meditation“ with your team as a
collective way to manage stress and
anxiety.  

Systems change addresses the causes, rather that the symptoms, of a societal
challenge by taking a holistic (or ‘systemic’) view. The above iceberg illustration
displays different levels at which systemic change can take place: ‘deeper’ changes
tend to result in greater impact, but less-dramatic shifts can pave the way towards
these deeper changes. 

The same model can be used to plant a culture of privacy; small changes can lead to
deeply-rooted privacy values. Systemic change in privacy compliance requires
adjustments or transformations in the policies, practices, power dynamics, social
norms or mindsets that underlie privacy compliance activities and behaviors to protect
an organisation holistically.

Privacy Meditation

In public, an employee’s skills,
behaviour and personal achievements
are visible. 

Yet, their personal values, attitudes,
beliefs and way of being are invisible.

"A strong privacy culture starts with ethics (people), purpose and  the strategic
potential behind a holistic data protection program that supports the overall
mission of your organisation.
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To energize your mind, start with the
breath. With the inhalation, breathe in a
sense of energy and awareness. Reach
the body upward, straighten the spine,
and open the chest. With the exhale, let
go of sleepiness and distraction. 
 
After a minute, allow the eyes to open;
letting light in can help us stay awake
and clear. Continue practicing with the
breath and notice any sights that grab
your attention. 

Give yourself a few minutes before
standing up. With your eyes open,
standing on your feet, you are inviting
increased alertness into your focus.

Take a moment to shake out your body
and get the energy moving. Feel the
warmth in your muscles as you move and
go back to a place of clarity, motivation,
and peace.

An Individual View:
A Deeper Dive

 A Collective View:
The Company Iceberg
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Allow your eyes to close
and find a comfortable
meditation posture. Begin
by tuning in into the body
breathing. Rest with each
inhale and exhale as you
feel the movement in the
body.


